REJUVENATION, WATER AND CROP MANAGEMENT, AND EFFICIENT POST-HARVEST PRACTICES.

Niyo Farm Tech, Urdhavam, YourFarm, Dharaksha Ecosolutions, Mivipro and Capsber.

The 18-month accelerator program focuses on addressing challenges faced by farmers.

Introducing the Krishi Mangal 2.0 cohort! Watch the live session with Anish Malpani, Founder of Aashaya and Ankit Agarwal, Co-Founder of Techtonic, to learn more about the journey of these start-ups.

MARKET.

Enterprise. It offered support to accelerate the start-up's journey from the lab to the market.

Social Alpha joined hands with SBI to launch the SBI Techtonic Grand Challenge in March 2022 with the aim of supporting early-stage fragmented and broken value chain.

The SBI Techtonic Grand Challenge for assistive technology start-ups launched by SBI Divyangjan ATMA Fund in February 2021.

Recognising the challenges faced by the disabled population and the need for affordable and accessible innovations, concluded with remarkable impact.

Social Alpha's Swavlamban Divyangjan ATMA Fund in partnership with SIDBI seeks to empower persons with disabilities.

To meet our new cohort...